ONLY HAVE AN HOUR TO SPEND IN PITTSBURGH?

Check out these attractions that are easy to experience when short on time.

**RIDE THE DUQUESNE OR MONONGAHELA INCLINES**, two of the city’s first forms of transportation. Start near Station Square and travel up Mt. Washington to see how unique architecture blends with gorgeous greenery, lined by three rivers. Once on the mountain, walk along Grandview Avenue for **the best views** of Pittsburgh’s skyline, with Point State Park’s iconic fountain and thriving neighborhoods spreading out behind it. Don’t miss the chance to grab a bite to eat or a cocktail at a restaurant with a view while atop the Mount.

**WALK ALONG THE NORTH SHORE**, home to Heinz Field, PNC Park and lively bars and restaurants. The riverfront trail is flat and wide for hiking or biking, and the **Water Steps** are the perfect place to relax, cool off and take in the sights. The **Tribute to Children** statue near Heinz Field is a 3.5-ton, bronze sculpture honoring the beloved television host of *Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood*. Take a selfie on Fred Rogers’ lap.

**IN THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE**, explore **Point State Park**, known to locals as “The Point.” This National Historic Landmark at the confluence of three rivers has 36 acres to stroll. Visit the **Fort Pitt Blockhouse**, built during the French and Indian War. Also, a walk around the Point State Park fountain is always a good idea, especially as the sun rises over Pittsburgh.